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February 4, 2010

Attention: Mr. Tom Levy , P. Eng., Manager of Technical and Utility Affairs

Re: Wind Farm Study - Effect on Real Estate Values

in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario

Further to your request , we have now completed our study analys ing the effect on real estate

values arising from the installation and operation of wind turbines. For the purpose of

preparing this consulting report , the location selected for analys is comprised an area of South

Western Ontario, south of the City of Chatham, along the north shore of Lake Erie near the

community of Merl in.

The follow ing consulting report was prepared in accordance with the Canadian Uniform

Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice for the APPRAISAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA.

The report was requ ired to enable the addressee to consider the impacts on the market value

of nearby residential properties and their marketability, on behalf of the Association members.

The applicabi lity of the study results to wind farm developments in other regions of Ontario

and Canada is discussed herein. The report, if necessary, may also form the basis of

test imony at subsequent hearings.

A more detailed description of the properties analysed, together with the reasoning leading to

the conclusions reported herein, is contained in the body of this report .
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Wînd Farm Study - Effect on Real Estate Values
in the Municipal ity of Chatham-Kent, Ontario

This report demonstrates the following:

ln the studyarea, where wind farms were elearly visible, there was no empirieal evidence to

indieate that rural residentiel properties realized lower sale priees than similer residentiel

properties within the same area that were outside of the viewshed of a wind turbine.

The opinions reported herein are subjeet to the extraord inary assumptions, qualifications ,

Iimiting conditions and underlying assumptions as set out herein. This report contains 85

pages including Addendums, and is not valid unless it conta ins original signatures .

The authors reserve the right to revise the opinions set out herein , in light of any facts and

condit ions that become known subsequent to the date of the report , which have an impact

on the conclus ions reached.

A special note of thanks is extended to Paul Puopolo of the IBI Group in Kitchener for his

help in providing background material etc. An outline of their most recent experience in the

Electrical Energy related field has been included in Addendum "B".

Thank you for choosing our firms to conduct this important study on wind farms.

Respectfully submitted ,

John Simmons Realty Services Ltd. Canning Consultants Inc

.{ E+'fr
'1q;~ .

GeorgeJanning, AACI , P.App, P

, .....,~-

L. John Simmons, AACI, FRI, CMR, PLE

C ANNING C ONSULTANTS INC. J OHN SIMMONS R EALTY S ERVICES TD.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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STUDY PURPOSE:

FUNCTION OF REPORT:

BACKGROUND:

SCOPE OF ANALYSIS:

Execute a market-based empirical study into the effect of wind

turbines on local residential real estate values . This study

focuses only on the Municipality of Chatham -Kent.

Provide an independent, object ive and reproducible analysis of

market evidence into the effect of wind turbines on real estate

values in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

Wind energy development has occurred in many countr ies

around the world for decades. While some real estate value

studies have been undertaken, there have been a limited

number executed in Canada . Most studies have their basis in

subjective analysis, relying on anecdotal evidence and survey

responses to form a basis for conclusions. This report considers

only market based evidence, and applies a widely recognized

and accepted approach to statistical evaluation of data sets in

order to evaluate the effect on real estate values.

Due to the number of existing wind energy projects in the

Province of Ontario, it was necessary to select a study area

wherein :

there have been a suffic ient volume of sales of properties

that have taken place in close proxim ity to a wind farm

following its completion ;

there have been a sufficient volume of sales of similar

propert ies in the same general area but not in proximity to a

wind farm (beyond the viewshed); and

there is sufficient access to registry office sales records,

and local area real estate board listing information.

J OHN SIMMON S REALTY SERVICES LTD & CANNING CONSULTANTS INC
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STUOY AREA SELECTION: The Chatham-Kent Region of Ontario was selected as a suitable

study area as it met the primary selection criteria listed above,

and a sufficient volume of property sale transactions for which

MLS® and registry office details were available.

IMPACTS CONSIOEREO: Data was analyzed to determine the effect on real estate values

as a result of proximity to wind turbines and, more specifically,

on properties within the viewshed and those not within the

viewshed of wind turbines. Some concerns expressed by those

near proposed or existing wind farms include:

aesthetics;

shadow flicker; and

sound, audible and low frequency.

None of the above influences on priee were measured

independently. If there ls an effect on real estate values from

any or ail of these influences, it will be measurable from market

data. Recommendations for future studies are presented within

the body of the report.

DATE OF INSPECTIONS:

EFFECTIVE TIME FRAME:

The study area was visitee on several occasions between May

18, 2009 and June 31, 2009 in order to view ail properties within

the viewshed as weil as the control group of properties. This is

known as a "ground-truthing" exercise.

Primary research material was obtained during the month of May

2009, while additional data was obtained during the month of

June 2009.
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STUDV METHODOLOGV:

MRA is used to determine the causal effect between variables by

assigning a coefficient to each variable and determining its

standard error as a function of sample size relative to population

size. The "T score" ls defined as the relationship between the

coefficient of every variable and its respective standard error.

Coarsened Exact Matching

by obtaining more ciosetv rYl'!:>tr'hclri

explored the raw data

of identical property sales that were sold

a wind is the

effects on real estate,

useful to compare merits of

that formed 14

within
more traditional '011",nr,,,':>r'h

and it was
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SrUDY CONCLUSIONS No statistical inference to demonstrate that wind farms

negatively affect rural residential market values in Chatham-Kent

was apparent in this analysis. Furthermore, this study did not

find any consistent evidence from the analyzed data that such a

negative correlation exists in the Municipality of Chatham-Kent.

During the course of gathering data, there were no unusual

quantifies of rural residential properties listed for sale in the

study area. Four unrelated data processes were used in

studying the property sales information for Chatham-Kent. The

only consistency was that each evaluation methodology found

that it was highly unlikely that any type of a causal relationshlp

exists between wind farms and the market values of rural

residential real estats.
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BACKGROUND AND STUDY PURPOSE

Wind farm developers have out of necessity been required to address some concerns from

local property owners adjacent and nearby to proposed development locations that their real

estate values could decline due to the presence of a wind farm within their viewshed.

Some segments of the population feel that wind turbines can intrude on viewsheds,

Opposition has, in some cases been based on a belief that real estate values will diminish.

While it is understandable that some property owners do not like change in their

communities that they deem to be undesirable, it becomes difficult for wind farm developers

to address objectors in a subjective rnanner.

ln North America, some studies have attempted to evaluate the relationship between

residential real estate values and proximity to a wind turbine. While some of these studies

have found a negative effect on nearby real estate value that has been attributed to the

proximity of a wind farm, others have not found such a correlation.

This study has focused entirely on tangible market-based data obtained through recognized

means such as MLS®. In addition, some research has been conducted into similar studies

in other jurisdictions. Although exhaustive research was not conducted, studies conducted

in the U.S.A., Australia, England and one in Ontario were reviewed. Some of these were

based on anecdotal evidence and some on the basis of survey responses. T0 the best of

our knowledge, no reports have been produced within Canada presenting a comprehensive

analysis of market data, such as that presented herein.
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CLIENT AND FUNCTION

This report has been prepared for the Canadian Wind Energy Association (CanWEA) to

assess the effect of wind turbines on the market value of local residential real estate in the

Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Ontario.

PROPERTY RIGHTS ANALYSED

The ownership rights of those properties analysed in this report are those of the "Fee
Simple ln terest", subject to the four powers of government: taxation, expropriation, police
power and escheat. A "Fee Simple lnterest" may be defined as "the ownership of real
property rights unencumbered by any other interest. n1

DATE OF INSPECTION

Properties adjacent and near to various existing wind energy developrnents were identified,

researched and inspected by the authors during the months of May and June 2009. The

initial site inspection was conducted on May 18, 2009.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF REPORT

July 1, 2009 has been selected as the effective date of this report as it encompassed the

time frame of inspections and data research,

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE

"Market Value" is defined2 as:

The most probable priee which a property should bring in a competitive and open

rnaruar as of the under ail conditions requisite to a fair

buyer and seller acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming that

is not affected by undue stimulus.
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Implicit in this definition are the consummation of a sale as of the specified date and the
passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:

1) buyer and seller are typically motivated;

2) both parties are weil informed or weil advised, and acting in what they consider their best
interests;

3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market

4) payment is made in terms of cash in Canadian Dollars or in terms of financial
arrangements comparable thereto; and

5) the priee represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special
or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.

The foregoing definition of Market Value assumes a competitive scenario with more than
one potential buyer, and a seller who is willing to sell in accordance with the Highest and
Best Use of the property. This inherently assumes that the seller no longer needs or wants
the property and wishes to convert the asset to cash.

The intent of this study is to evaluate the effect of wind farms on the market value of nearby
residential properties,

EXPOSURE TIME:

With respect to Item 3 above in the Market Value definition, exposure time is the estimated
length of time the property interest being appraised would have been offered in the market
prior to its hypothetical sale at the estimated market value on the effective date of the
appraisal . Reasonable exposure encompasses not only adequate, sufficient and
reasonable time, but also adequate, sufficient and reasonable effort. In addition to priee,
exposure time is also a funetion of use and type of real astate.

As this does not estimate market of a specifie property, ('''''r~C'ir'!a ..·':>tir\r~ of
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Some studies attempting to reflect or measure a loss in market value due to the proximity to
a wind farm have suggested that the influence has resulted in increased marketing times.
ln order to address this possibility, a review of MLS® listings in the area was undertaken to
ascertain if the exposure to a view or proximity to a wind turbine contributed to the length of
time a property was listed on the market before a sale was recorded. White many
properties were listed on a 90 day listing basis, some listings sold within that time frame,
and some expired unsold. Some were relisted for sale and others not, while others were
relisted at reduced priees, and still others not. There are a number of variables that Gan
influence the length of time that a property is listed for sale, including:

asking priee was too high;

condition of the property less than desirable;

poor curb appeal;

location relative to employment;

undesirable neighbouring properties;

regional economie conditions/unemployment levels;

time of year;

volume of cornpetinq listings; and

inadequate marketing/agency representation.

These are the primary reasons, within which there are subcategories of more specifie issues
that may explain the length of time a property is listed for sale. A study incorporating a
detailed analysis of these factors and isolating any specifie influence of proximity to a wind
turbine is beyond the scope of this report. Further, a greater volume of sales data would be
required over an extended period of tirne. Reliance on anecdotal opinions as a basis for a
credible indication of influence or loss is not evidentiary, nor is it reproducible.
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ln this report certa in words and terms have been used that require defining for those

readers unfam iliar with this type of report. As cons idered by the authors, these are as

follows:

Aigorithm:

Avg:

Bins:

CEM:

Coefficient:

Control Group:

Histogram:

Log:

Mean(s):

MW:

Optimal:

Rated Capacity:

A step by step method of solving a problem using numbers in
computations.

This is the short form for Average being the number of
observations divided by their total.

Bins are used in statist ical graph ing or displaying of items of a
similar value or characteristic.

Coarsened Exact Matching is the name of another matching
data program used in the study .

The coefficient is the returned number allocated ta a specific
property variable from using regress ion analysis .

That group of properties not affected by the alleged impacts of a

wind turbine.

A bar chart that represents a frequency distribution of data .

The log is the power that a base number is raised ta.

A mean, or arithmet ic mean , is the total of a list of numbers

divided by the number. It is an average. It reflects a central

tendency.

Short form of "megawatt", which equals 1,000 kilowatts or
1,000,000 watts .

This is the name of a match ing data program used in the study .

Manufacturer spec ified maximum power output of a wind turbine .
Typica l large wind turbines have rated capacit ies of 1.5
megawatts or more.

JOHN SI, v!!v,',-" , R EALTY S E LTO & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INC
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Regression:

Scatterplot:

Viewshed:

Viz:

NoViz:

Wind Farm:

Wind Turbine:

The relationship between the mean value of a random variable
and the corresponding values of one or more independent
variables.

This is a graph that shows any variable on the "X" axis plotted
against any variables on the "Y" axis.

A point within the study area whereby a sale property had a view

of one or more wind turbines .

Short form for visible.

Short form for not being Visible

A project containing more than one wind turbine, each

electrically connected to each other, for the purpose of selling

electricity to the electrical grid.

A structure that uses airfoils (commonly referred to as a blade)

to extract kinetic energy from the wind, and converts this to

electrical energy. Each wind turbine typically contains three

blades. In this study area, typical wind turbines have hub

heights of 80 m, blade lengths of 41 rn, for a total max height of

121 meters.
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CRITICAL AND EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS
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For every hypothetical condition, an Extraord inary Ass umption is required. According to the

Canadian Uniform Standards of Professional Appra isal Practice (CUSPAP 04/15 /2008 ), an

Extraordinary Assumption "reters to a hypothesis - either supposed or unconfirmed - which,
if not true, could alter the appraiser's opinions and conclusions."

ln order to ach ieve this objective, the following specifie critical assumptions were made in

the preparation of this study:

1.That comparable sale transactions negotiated at or afte r the issuance of building

permits for tower and turbine installations would have reflected any and ail concerns in

the purchase priee.

2.That none of the comparable sale transactions relied upon in this report are the

subject of legal act ions resulting from non-disclosure of information regard ing the

towe rs or turbines by any agents or vendors involved in the property sales.

3.That any and ail adverse effects on market value as perceived by market part icipants

would be reflected in the market evidence of nearby real estate transactions .

4.AII estimates and projections are based upon circumstances and economie

conditions preva iling as of the effective date, and that the critical assumptions above

have been made .

J OHN R EALTY SERVICES LTD & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INC
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SCOPE OF VALUATION AND REPORTING PROCESS:

The findings and conclusions outlined in this study are based on:

Identification of wind farms wherein nearby residential property sales have

taken place;

Exterior inspection of properties sold in close proximity to wind farms, and

those properties outside the viewshed;

Research conducted for comparable property sales through MLS® records,

GeoWarehouse®, MPAC (Municipal Property Assessment Corporation) and the

records of the Land Registry Office. Photostatic copies of this data are available in

the appraiser's file.

Analysis and inspection of comparative data, confirmation of sale details and

ownership/title transfer;

Determination that the Highest and Sest Use of target property and

comparative sales properties are as categorized;

A review of published statistical data as relating to economie indicators, and

where necessary, a discussion in some detail;

Research and selection of appropriate study references;

Confirmation of data relied upon in the analytical process
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VALUATION PROBLEM

The purpose of this study is to consider the effect on the market value of residential

properties due to the presence of a wind farm. Based on the background research, it is

evioent that some the hold with to

desirability of wind farms and perceptions of their effect on real estate value. This report

considers a variety of perceived influences, and provides an estimate of their effect on local

real estate values.

The most frequently identified factors perceived to have an adverse effect on the market

value of residential real estate are:

aesthetics;

shadow flicker;

vibration; and,

audible sound (Iow frequency waves);

Measuring the extent of these perceptions and how they affect local real estate values

requires the analysis of a wide range of variables associated with any given property.

The thesis is that when an identified study property is valued both with and without the

identified impact, the difference represents the change in market value attributable to that

impact This study considers the impacts identified above on residential properties adjacent

to an existing wind farm on a collective basis, not individually.

Real estate types considered in this study are rural residential properties,

During the course of conducting research and assembling the data for analysis, the
following was undertaken:

prepared by nthe>rc:

Addendum
USA,

reviewof
Ministry of

sheets, gUldelln€!S
Environment, ,")"tr:>r;in

rF!It=~v;glnt publications prepared by

'::Itt,:::.nri'::lr,f'o at a public meeting on the proposed regulations to implement new

Green Energy and Green Economy Act, 2009;
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discussions with a number of property owners in attendance;

discussions with real estate developers, real estate brokers and other market
participants; and

discussions with several consultants involved in the development of wind farms.

During the course of research it was noted that although building permits are issued for
construction of wind turbines, there could be a time delay of as much as 1 year from when
the permits are issued to when work begins. These delays were attributed to a variety of
ressons such as a shortage of cranes or ground conditions for preparing access routes
tower sites.

While some of the nearby residential sale transactions may have been completed at or after

the issuance of a building permits for the wind turbines, the towers may not have been in

place or ln operation. In such instances, due to a public information meeting regarding the

approval process, combined with ongoing news media coverage of the projects, an

assumption was made that purchasers of a particular property would have made a

conscious decision as to whether or not the proximity of wind turbines influenced their

purchase priee. Only one owner, who purchased a vacant lot for a future house, expressed

disappointment that he had not been aware of the nearby wind farm approvaL He had not

decided whether to build or not.
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STUDY AREA SELECTION

lnitially a number of areas containing wind farm developments were investigated to locate a

suitable location for study. The criteria for selection included:

A reasonable number of wind farm developments within a region, each having

similar economie influences;

Availability of MLS® data and registry office records for data confirmation;

A base of residential properties that have potential for being influenced by

exposure to wind farm developments;

A sufficient volume of transactions of similar property transactions within that

region that wou Id provide an adequate base for analysis; and

A reasonable travelling distance for conducting research since several

property and area inspections would be required.

The Chatham-Kent area was ultimately selected as it met the above criteria. At present

there are understood to be 64 operating wind turbines in the area, Chatham-Kent is

attempting to position itself as a leader in Ontario's renewable energy sector. Wind

turbines erected in the study area had rated capacities of 1.5 MW, and turbine blade lengths

of 41m metres. According to the Chatham-Kent web site, February 2009, the Ontario

Power Authority recently awarded three additional wind power projects. These approved

wind farm development projects are expected result in the addition of a further 165 wind

turbines for a total of 229 turbines within this region.
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The study area in which the sale propert ies were located is known as the Municipal ity of

Chatham-Kent. This Municipality is composed of 9 major communities and the surrounding

rural areas that were amalgamated on January 1, 1998. The location of Chatham-Kent

relat ive to major cities is shown below.
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The population of Chatham -Kent as of 2006 was 108,177 compared to a population of

107,341 as of 2001(Iast census). .

JOHN S MMONS R EALTY LTD & CANNING CONSULTANTS INC



The total workforce within Chatham-Kent is 58,860 persons. The occupation by industry
that has the highest number of workers is Manufacturing and Construction, followed by
Wholesale and Retail Trade, Business and Other Services. Agriculture and Other Resource
based industries employ 10% of the labour force. If the work force was divided by
Occupations, the highest percentage would go to Sales and Service Occupations followed
by Trades, Transport and Equipment Operator and relatee Occupations. A strong tertiary
occupation would be unique to processinq, manufacturing and utiüties.

International Truck and Engine Corp is the largest manufacturer in Chatham-Kent with 1,150
employees as of 2004. They are now down to 200 and there is a potential total plant layoff
as of June so" of this year. Union Gas Limited has 679 employees as of 2004 and this has
not changed. Autolive Canada with 600 employees as of 2004 are now reduced to 50
employees, while YA Canada Fas Track Mail Processing Facility has 500 employees as of
2003 and are now reduced to 450 employees. Many of the srnaller industries have between
200 to 300 employees. The following is a graph of the dollar value of building permits
issued between 2000 and 2008 for the Chatham-Kent expressed in millions of dollars.
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A surge in overall construction activity was seen at the turn of the millennium following the
severe recessionary period during the early 1990's. Construction activity then slowed
durÎng a period of absorption followed by improvement during 2003. Since that time
construction activity has been largely stable.

The impetus of growth in new residential construction resulted from low interest rates and
the pent up demand for new housing following the recession in the early 1990's. The major
focus of new residential construction has been within the urban areas of the City of
Chatham.

A review of Multiple Listing Service (MLS®) statistics for Chatham-Kent show the average
selling house priees for a given year. The following graph plots these average house priees
between 1998 and 2008.

Chatham-Kent
Average House Priees

Source: MLS Statistics of Chatham Kent Real Estate Board
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The previous chart of average house priees indicates a general increasing trend in ave rage

property sale priee within Chatham-Kent. This graph shows priees that include a large

volume of house priees from the urban area in the City of Chatham wh ich are believed to

have an impact on the ove rall annuai average priee. The MRA used in this study

demonstrates that within the data set analysed , general priee levels in the rural areas were

not a significant factor in exp laining the var iances of sale priees.

5TUDY AREA

The study area has a rural character, implying that the primary economie driver is
agriculture or agriculture-related. In 2008, Chatham-Kent was the third highest producer in
the entire Southwestern Onta rio region for Winter Wheat, Grain Corn and Soybeans. In
200?(most recent) Chatham-Kent was the highest producer of tomatoes in Southwestern
Ontario.

Transportation through Chatham-Kent is via Highway 40 1 wh ich bisects Chatham-Kent
trave rses the full width of the municipality . Highway 401 extends from Windsor/Detroit to
the easterly boundary of Onta rio. Chatham-Kent is bounded to the south by Lake Erie. The
study area is located between Lake Erie and Highway 401 .

The rural hous ing type throughout Chatham-Kent is diverse and ranges from turn of the
century homes (built between 1850 and 1900) to modern homes less than a year old.
Typ ical structures include wood frame construction with brick veneer or wood siding , and 1
to 2 storey, includ ing a single or double garage and an outbuilding that could serve as a
workshop or as exterior storage. There are no single rural areas of Chatham-Kent that
conta in a highe r concentration of rural properties. These property types are homogeneous
throughout the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, and are commonly found throughout
Southwestern Ontario. A general map of Chatham-Kent is prov ided below.

J OHN R EALTY -.. >->-< \1 LTD & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INC
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SUMMARY

Municipality of Chatham Kent

Lake Erie

The Municipality of Chatham-Kent is dependant to a significant degree upon agriculture,
manufacturing, and vehicle related industries. The City of Chatham has recently
experienced an economie downturn of the auto and truck manufacturing sector due to its
proximity to Windsor and Detroit , while the agricultural sector has been largely unaffected .

The Municipality comprises of the former City of Chatham with a population of
approximately 44,000 people, with another eight communities within its borders with a total
populat ion between 1,000 and 12,000 people. Chatham-Kent has not grown substantially
over the last five to ten years. It has remained fairly stable. Very little growth is expected
within this region of South Western Ontario over the next decade . This is typical of other
regions .

Study Area

The study area has been dominated by the agricultural industry for weil over 100 years . Its
success is due to fertile soils and fairly high heat units. Heat units in the Chatham-Kent
region range from 3,340 and 3,560, in contrast to just north east in the London to Guelph
area where the heat units range between 2,680 and 2,890. In other respects, the Chatham

Kent region is fairly typical to rural areas throughout other parts of South Western Ontario.
Land uses within the study area are heavily dependent on cash crop farming. There is also
a good mixture of rural housing that offers a wide range of amenities and locations.
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ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The market for rural residential real estate cons ists of those individuals or families typically

seeking property that prov ide a locat ion, utility and area features cons istent with the ir

individual needs , and accord ingly, are willing and prepared to paya competit ive priee. In a

competitive market, an informed purchaser will pay no more for a particular property than

the cost of acquiring a satisfactory substitute that provides equal expected accommodations

without undue delay. Those propert ies having undesirable features , either within the

property itself, or nearby , often require a longer market exposure or tend to sel! at lower

priees . Wind farms are perce ived by some to be such a nearby adverse external influence.

Market value is typically est imated through the analys is of similar properties that have sold

prox imate to the date of valuation . If the market demonstrates that wind farms are indeed a

negative influence, then an observable trend in lower selling priees should be apparent.

The primary focus of this analysis is to assess the presence (or lack of) trend , and to

quantify the extent of the priee differential.

The identification and measurement process firstly requires the careful selection of

properties that have sold proximate to a wind farm development. The properties must have

been sold on the open market, with the vendor and purchaser being at arms length , both

parties being fully aware of the neighbouring land uses, and neither being unduly motivated

to complete the transaction. The selling priees of those properties are then compared to

sales at or about the same time period that are distant from the wind farm project , yet are

similar in nature and utility to the study properties.

There are basically two techniques for measuring the effect of a feature on the value of real

estate , namely a "Paired Sales" analys is and by MRA.

A "Paired Sales" analys is has been used over the last few decades as the "default" solution

for extracting variables that influence priee. A "Paired Sale" would be a sale of a property

that is identical to some other property under study with the exception that it is not subject to

a specifie variable (whatever that might be). In studying the two different index groups, the

real estate analyst would extract a difference in priee levels . The conclusion that would be

reached is that the differences in the priee levels of the comparable sales would be due to

the influence of the variable in quest ion.
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Unfortunately, this "Paired Sales" methodology contains Inherent limitations and is often

considered to be f1awed. Many academics and real estate practitioners have therefore

stopped using this approach to evaluating effects from externalities on local real astate

values. The difficulties and flaws with this procedure include:

(1) lnsufficient quantifies of "Paired Sales". Ideal paired sales rarely, if ever, exist in the

market place.

(2) Variations between the "Paired Sales" and the influencing factor under review require a

substantial volume of "Pairec Sales" to hold constant the other property differences or

variables within the group.

The analysis ls often undertaken by an application of a Direct Comparison Approach

through a process of adjustment. The comparable sale properties, when adjusted for

differences in the site size, building features, zoning, municipal services, financing etc, are

thought to provide a basis or benchmark for indicating the market value of a study property

absent the perceived influencing factor. A weakness in its application is that the

adjustrnents are mostly unsupported and contain unconscious bias that can invalidate the

results.

ln this study a "Paired Sales" was prepared by using analytical tools such as CEM and

Optimal which selects "Paired Sales" through a process of utility scores and bins. Since the

selection process is not the sale priee, these "Paired Sales" are drawn without bias.

The application of "Paired Sales" was enhanced by applying re-sales of properties within the

main data set since a re-sale is closer in identity to what a "Paired Sale" should be.

Although considered in this study, it is recognised that it is an imperfect methodology

applied to measure influences in an already imperfect market !JICllve:.
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS (MRA)

The MRA technique has the ability to study large quantities of transacted sales data that are
influenced by numerous variables over a specific time period. lt is also known as a

Multivariate Unear Regression Analysis.

Single Linear Regression analysis is a means for building models that describe how
variation in one set of measurements affects variation in another set. The analyst forms a
hypothesis that one variable is dependent on or responds to another variable (independent
or predictor variable). In real estate value analysis, the dependent variable is often the sale
priee of a property in total or on a priee per unit basis. The independent or predictor
variable can be a characteristic of the property that is believed to have an influence on the
dependent variable-sale priee in this example. Aided by a computer with the ability to
perform many calculations quickly, regression analysis provides a systematic method for
building an equation that summarizes the relationship between the two variables. The

resultant equation can then be used for the prediction of value.

Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) extends the idea of a two variable linear regression
model by allowing an analyst to include many explanatory factors to the regression
equation. As in simple linear regression, a regression coefficient rneasures the impact of
changes in each explanatory variable on the response variable. ln MRA, the coefficient for
each variable represente the effect of that variable on the dependent variable while holding
the affect of ail the other variables constant. ln addition to its usefulness in prediction, this
allows the use of MRA as an exploratory tool where the coefficients can be interpretee as a

level of contribution of the predictor variable.

For this particular study, an MRA model can be specifiee that reduces the many
characteristics of index properties into values for different variables. A regression run on a
complete data base can then generate coefficients for the variables. The analyst's
ovnortlco in deciphering or coefficients will to many conclusions of

Regression analysis is on a number of assumptions as to the nature of the underlying
data. use of mathematical the analyst to perform many diagnostic
on the specifiee model to assess the level to which the assumptions are met.
the analyst to explicitly the of confidence that can be given to results of
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regression modeling. The recipients of the findings of such analysis can then make better

informed decisions.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MRA

By using MRA, a "Model" of behaviour is developed that explains the variation in the priees

of the comparables found in the market place. The comparables are sampied from a total

potential number of sales within the array. The comparative data gathering process has the

potential to gather a very high percentage of ail possible sales. When using MRA, more

sales data are better.

Once the data is placed into the MRA model, a "regression" run plots the results, MRA

models are "srnoothed" out to improve accuracy and functionality when deciphering the

large quantities of data. Statistic tests are performed that assess the overail reliability of the

model.

Once efficiency is established, the MRA produces a number of statistical reports. The ones

of interest to this study are the coefficients. Graphics within the report demonstrate the

possible relationships between variables.

The MRA indicates how much or how little wind farms have on real property, positive or

negative. The MRA also provides a confidence interval. Statistically, the accepted

confidence interval is established at the 95% to the 99% level. (The goal is to determine

how statistically confident we are of the results and to demonstrate what the results mean.)

Like most types of analysis, MRA requires large quantities of data that particularly

demonstrate the differences between properties. We are hopeful that there is a sufficient

quantity of data that can be gathered for this type of study. MRA is the only known process

that can effectively absorb and examine numerous interactive factors that influence real

estate priees, ail at the same time. It accomplishes this task by building ail the factors

influence into the regression equation. As the model studies the influence of say, distance,

it holds other site building etc) constant. It continually repeats

individual process. is why MRA is ideal for isolating the coefficients in

dollars) to a of the is a lt is not prudent

accept the results of the MRA blindly. The analyst must "step back" from the MRA

outcomes to see if the results coincide with our appraisal knowledge of the problem at hand.
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Regression ana lys is is a stat istical modell ing tool that has been employed very successfully

in "Data Mining" and is used frequently at the corporate and government levels.

The Prov ince of Ontario has adopted MRA in the assessment of residential properties for

the ir new base of 1996 . They also have test projects underway to extend MRA to other

property sectors (vacant commercial land, industrial buildings, bank buildings and

commercial plazas).

The Province of British Columbia has been using MRA in assessment for many years and

has been a major consultant to the Province of Ontario on the implementation of their

system.

Regression analysis is used by Statistics Canada in determining the Gross National Product

for Canada and for the analysis of national data .

Regression Analysis was used in the USA by a large accounting firm to justify to the IRS the

existence of "economie obsolescence" in large industrial buildings.

ln this report a Regression Analysis was adopted as the preferred technique, however, due

to the availability of several paired sales , these were analysis as a method of confirmation .

JOHN SI ,v!!vI'-J' R EALTY SE LTD & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INe
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ApPLICATION OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS (MRA)

A total of 83 house within parts Chatham-Kent occurred over the last two

were analysed, proxirnate to wind farms, with the most recent sale in May 2009. This is a

small sample relative to the size of data sets usually used in observational studies of this

type. While a larqer volume of sale would be preferred, this was a constraint attributable to

the rural nature of the area where wind tarms are placed. They are generally not

developed in densely populated areas.

A ground qualitative view assessrnent technique was used to assign a sale property to

either the viewshed group or the control group. For the purpose of this study, the

viewshed is "a point within the study area whereby a sale property had a view of one or

more wind turbines". Any sale property found that did not have a view of a wind farm was

deemed to be outside of the viewshed. Wind farms were not visible to ail propertles within

the general area, as the view was sheltered either by bush lots or tree rows.

A simple difference in the means of sale priees between the viewshed group and the

control group was employed to estirnate the impact of a wind turbine(s). When these

groups are different in characteristics relevant to the outcome of sale priee, as they usually

are in observationat studies, the study ts required to adjust for thèse differences.

Regression modeling was the primary approach ta make these adjustrnents . This approach

was first used on the entire data sarnple and then on reduced data sarnptes after the data

was through matching methods. These matching methods (Optimal

CEM) viewshed and control groups more comparable by pruning the

comparable from the full data Adjustments are then made on remaining

differences the reduced data sets by rCf1lrcc:cir\n
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IDENTIFICATION OF COMPARABLE SALES

ln assembling the comparative sales data, research was conducted with local Real Estate

Board MLS® records, GeoWarehouse®, MPAC (Municipal Property Assessment

Corporation) and at the Land Registry Office, with a view to finding properties within the

viewshed and outside of the view shed.

The assembly of data did not focus on specifie target residential property types , only

residences on small acreages or lots that were within the viewshed or not in the viewshed.

Sales of residences within small hamlets or commun ities were omitted from the data set

since the selling priees of these propert ies were influenced by the convenience municipal

services and amenities. Furthermore, wind farms are not typically situated in proximity to

these locales. Sales of farm acreages with buildings were not included in this analysis as

there was an insufficient volume of transactions for an effect ive analys is.

Ali of the comparable sales were inspected from the raadway. The sales were then cross

referenced chronolog ically to identify any type of a buying pattern related to the sale dates

of the transactions used in the study . The property variables or characteristics that were

identified as having a potential influence on the study results are as follows.

Address :

Age of the House:

Basement:

Basement Finishing:

The address of the sale property .

The chronological age of the house at the time of the sale.

The sales were identifîed as either having a full basement or not

at the time of the sale.

The sales were identified as either having some basement

fînishing or not at the time of sale.

Cond it ion of the House : Each house is classified as being in Fair, Good or Very Good

condition.
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Date of Sale:

Elapsed Months:

Garage:

House Size:

Lake Front:

Location:

Lot Size:

Number of Storeys:

Outbuildings:

Selling Priee:

Viewshed:

Viewshed Within:

The date at which the sale property was determined to be the

data whereby ail conditions of the sale were met.

The difference in time between the oldest dated sale and the

next occurring sale in months.

The sales were identified as having a garage or not.

The exterior square footage of the house above grade.

Signalling the difference between properties that were located on

a river or lake front as opposed to not.

Considers the possible difference of the sale property (within and

beyond the viewshed) relative to important amenities such as

major highways and goods and services.

The size of the lot of the sales expressed in square feet.

The number of storeys of the house on a given sale property .

The sales were identified as having some type of a outbuild ings

such as a shed or barn.

The priee which was agreed upon by the buyer and the seller.

Any sale that was located within a view of a wind turbine .

Any sale that was located in a viewshed was different iated by a

score that would separate the proximity of the wind farm to any

sale within the view shed.

The specifie Viewshed Within variable ultimately eliminated and

said either the property had an average view or a no view. This

is identified by Viewshed3. The number 3 does not have any

reference other that this is the third name in the selection

process of variables that tried to consider distance.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM AND THE TECHNICAL REPORTING ASPECTS OF THE

STUDY

Introduction

Wind farms can be perce ived by some nearby resident ial homeowners to be a source of

nuisance , as a result of audible sound and aesthet ics (visual appearance). Some daims

have been made that suggest the presence of a wind turbine or wind farm could result in

diminished real estate values for properties within the viewshed. Rural residentia l real

estate is the principal target of this perceived association.

An analysis of sales of single family houses in south Chatham-Kent's rural area was

undertaken to test this hypothesis. This study attempts to determine if residential

propert ies loeated within a wind turbine's viewshed were or were not negatively influenced

by reflecting lower sale priees in a statistically significant manner. By comparing propert ies

that sold during the last several years , with a wind turbine(s) clearly visible and those

farther way and outside the viewshed , but which are of slrnilar age, lot size, and with similar

amenities and economic influences, the differences in the selling prices of propert ies within

the turbine's viewshed , on average , should be notieeably lower than the selling priees

similar of similar propert ies outside a wind turbine's viewshed. The following is a map of

the approximate area of the overall view shed. The red arc signifies the approximate

location of the view shed . It should also be noted that some propert ies within this red arc

were classified as being outs ide of the viewshed as the wind turbines were not visible due

to tree lines or bush lots.
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Lake Erie

Area of Wind Farm Developments

Approximate Viewshed l.imit

Study Design

35

This study focused on the inferred effects of Chatham Kent wind turbines on property

priees. Specifically, it examined how the local market priees residential properties located

within the viewshed of wind turbines compared to a control group of property sales outside

the viewshed. As the wind turbines of this study are in a rural area of the County, obtaining

a sample of sufficient size required the collection of house sales ove r a period of 2 yea rs.
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As part of this study's design, an examination of other previously executed studies,

undertaken to measure the effect of wind turbine views on property priCing was completed.

Although there is substantial literature on measuring effects of undesirable land uses on

residential properties, research on the actual market effects of wind farms is lacking. Wind

farms as a large scale energy source are relatively new to Ontario, which may expla in the

thin inventory of available studies. Schedule "A" outlines the research literature referenced

at the outset of this study.

ln this study , the loss measured is the realized capitalized loss that occurs when a property

is sold. This study does not look at the losses associated with a delayed sale or other

issues that may affect the bundle of property rights infringed by the proximity of a wind

turbine. It was noted that it was nearly impossib le to determ ine the exact time when the

wind farms were constructed . A cons iderable time lag was noted between the issuance

date of the building permit to when the wind farm was actually physically constructed. The

time lag was alleged to be due to weather, the availability of cranes to erect wind turbines,

and road construction. However, it is known that considerable public awareness of the

construction of wind farms was imminent since public meetings occurred and wind farm

develope rs held barbeques and information meet ings regarding the construction of wind

farms in areas of Chatham-Kent.

This study presupposes the existence of two causal states , which are based on visual

perception of a nearby wind turbine from a property or absence of such. For our purposes ,

they are labeled avg viz and no viz. They are not, however, well-defined states because of

their qualitative nature and the observation made from one point on the ground. Although a

wind turbine may be visible to an observer from an upper floor window of a house, it may

not be visible to an observer on the ground. Any individual sale property in our data was

assigned to one of two possible causal states and associated potential outcomes based on

a view of a wind turbine(s) or not.

ln this study, the effect of a wind turbine as the difference in the sample average of the

observed sale price between the avg viz group and the no viz control group was estimated.

Excluding ID variables, these data were measured on 14 physical and location variables. Of

these 14 predictor variables, only 8 variables were discovered to be important predictors of

sale price based on initial regressions. These predictors and the binary variab le viewshed3,

JOHN 01 !\IlIV!IJ ! R EALTY S LTO & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INe
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which is instrumental to measuring wind turbine vislbility effect on priee, were regressed on

sale priee in the final regression model on the full data sample. A random sample of 6 sales

from the data set measured on these variables is in Table 1. Variable definitions are given

in Table 2.

Figure 1 shows graphically the distribution of values for the variables in the data

employed for the final model of the regression analysis. As indicated by the plot for the

binary viewshed3 variable of primary interest in this study, the control category has about 3

times the number of sales in the avg viz category. The distributions of sale priee, house

size and lot size are skewed to the higher values.

Table 1

l

l 7 7

l 3 .7 4 z

7 4

'} l " 3.1

9 7 .70 Z

"7 2 Il 1

Table 2: Variable Definitions

Id: praperty sale identification
cond: qualitative assessment of house condition 

1=fair, 3=average, 5=good

1 sp: continuous variable sale priee
1

gar: binary variable indicating if

a praperty has a garage or otherwise

lotac:continuousvariab~ -

or otherwise

viewshed3: binary variable designating if

one or more wind turbines are visible from a

waterinf: qualitative assessment of

linkage to a body of water

excrucmq basement in
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The primary objective of this study is to compare the house sales identified as located

within the viewshed of one or more wind turbines with the sales of houses without this

influence as a comparison (control) group. As this is an observational study, property sales

self-ass ign to either the viewshed group or the control group based on the observations

taken from site visits. Random ized assignment to either group , the gold standard of a

causal inference study design , is c1early not possible with property sales data. Without

random assignment, it could weil be the case that these two groups, viewshed and control ,

are different from the onset. Those differences, not the impact of a visible wind turbine, may

cause the measured difference in sale priee between the groups, if any.

Several approaches were employed in this study to control for these differences. As a basic

strategy, regress ion analysis was employed as an adjustment technique. Sale priee was

transformed to its natural log for the regressions as this allowed the interpretation of the

estimates as a percentage. A second approach was to obtain smaller but more

comparable samples by first preprocessing the data through match ing of sales in the

viewshed group with sales in the control group on their attributes. Two matching algorithms

were employed for the matching exercise .

Exploratory Analysis

Figure 2 below is a graph ie comparison of the distribution of sale priees before any

adjustment by regression for differences between the viewshed group and control group. A

comparison of the histograms of the two groups indicates the mean sale priee of the

viewshed group sale priee distribution is less than that of the control group. The mean value

of the viewshed group is approximately 7% lower than the mean value. Their distribut ions

are similarly skewed to the right.

As indicated by the scatte rplot (Figure 3) of sale priee on the number of months that have

elapsed (emths) for each sale between the date of sale and the date of the oldest sale,

changes in market conditions is not an important priee influencing variable for this data. As

the smoother line on the plot c1early shows , there is no c1ear sale priee trend.
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The exploratory analysis revealed that sale properties in the control group differ from the

viewshed group on some characteristics; in other words they are not closely comparable.

This imbalance must be addressed before a comparison of mean priees between the two

groups of properties can be inferred to measure the effect of a wind turbine on the values of

nearby properties from which a wind turbine or turbines are visible. Two strategies were

used in this study to balance the comparability between the two groups of properties. They

are regression modeling and pre analysis matching

Altogether, three approaches to estimate wind turbine effect were conducted in this study,

Matching was combined with regression in two of these analyses.

Regression Analysis

The use of regression analysis to adjust the sale priees of individual properties in the

sarnple for differences between them is common to studies of the type conducted here.

After controlling for the differences in the measured characteristics of the sale properties,

the difference in the sample means between the viewshed and Control groups is inferred to

be the causal effect of wind turbines that are visible to the nearby properties.

As regression analysis is a statistical technique, it offers a measure of sampling errer, lt

provides a measure of the confidence that can be placed in the estimate of turbine effect on

priee.

This study considered a sequence of regressions to arrive at the final model specification

described here, All regression modeling was done with the log of sale priee as the outcome

variable, using varions sets of predictor variables. The choice of variables selected for the

final regression model depended on their predictive power for sale priee.

The regression model results for the initial approach on the full data, presented in Table

a.t , shows the adjustment are with sale in an expected manner

and As none of non-viewshed relationships is

they are discussed further in this report.
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Table A.1: Summary of Final Regression Model
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I m (fo r mu l a log (sp ) l og (age) + bsmntfin + cond + gar +
10g (h s e s f .00s ) +
lo t ac + watinf + viewshed3 , data = wind .cln)

Residua l s :
Min l Q Me dian
- 0 . 4 67 1 - 0 . 0 932 72 O.

3Q Ma x
40 0 . 1325 61 5 3 98

Coe f f i c i e n t s :
Es tima t e Std . Error t v al ue Pr (> l t l)
(I n t e r c ep t) 9 . 92 1 38 0 .2 5 9 67 3 8 . 2 08 < 2e -16 ***

log (a g e ) - 0 . 12 2 3 6 0 . 03 08 0 - 3 . 97 3 0 . 0 00 1 63 ***

bsmn t fi n[T . finis h ] 0 .12295 0 . 05537 2 .22 0 0 .0 2 945 4 1<

c ond 0 . 1 4775 0 .0 2 4 67 5 . 98 9 7 . 04e - 08 ***

g a r [T .garag e ] 0 . 1 87 8 4 0 .062 00 3 . 0 3 0 0 . 00 33 6 9 **

10g (hses f . 00 s ) 0 . 5 5 48 5 0 . 08 1 58 6 .801 2 . 30e - 0 9 * **

lo tac 0 . 07 97 7 0 .015 42 5 . 1 7 3 1 .90e-0 6 * *1<

wati n f O. 0 0 .015 92 . 1 5 9 2 .01e-0 6

viewshed3[ T .avg viz] -0 .12879 0 .05984 -2 . 152 0 .034627 *

Sig n i f . c ode s : 0 ' * * *' 0 .001 ' * * ' 0 .0 1 ' *' 0 . 05 '.' 0 . 1 ' , l

Resid ua l sta nda rd error :' 0 .2 0 5 4 on 74 degrees o f f r e e d om

Mu lt i p le R- s q ua r e d : 0 .8 47 6 , Adjus ted R- s q ua red : 0 .8312

F-s ta t i s t ic : 51 .46 on 8 and 74 DF, p -va l ue : < 2 .2e-1 6
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The regress ion summarized in Table A.1 has an adjusted R-squared measure of 83%,

which indicates a considerable proport ion of the variation of the log of sale priee is

explained by the eight predictors included in the final model. Viewshed3 is the variable of

interest for this study, and it is presented within the Table in bold type. Because the

untransfo rmed predictors are regressed on sale priee expressed on the logarithmic scale,

their coeff icients can be interpreted as proportiona l differences. Thus, with ail else held

constant, houses with basement finish (bsmntfin ) have sale priees, on average,

approx imately 12% greater than houses without basement finish, houses on a water body

like a lake or river have, on average, sale priees about 8% higher than ethers , and so forth.

These patterns , however, are not comparable in the strength of their signal. The plot below

relates the estimates and their associated level of certa inty.

J OHN S IMMONS REALTY SERVICES LTD & C ANNING C ONSULTANTS INC



Figure A.1: Plot of Regression Estimates and Confidence Intervals • Final Model
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The plot above outlines the coefficients presentee in Table A 1 and ±1 standard error (thick
line) and ±2 standard error (thin line) intervals estimated from the final regression. Strongest
patterns are associated with the shortest Iines to the of coefficient; thus we
have the greatest certainty with effect on sale priee estimates for condition (cond), water
influence (watinf), and house (log(hsesfOOs)) and lot stze (Iotac). Noticeably, the estimate
for houses with wind turbine visibility (viewshed3) displays a wide confidence interval
relative to tts affect size. For the -1 impact on sale priee from wind turbine visibility
estirnate, this translates to a margin of error between -3% and

Matched Samples

Overview

ln observational studies, the use of regression modeling alone presents a risk of estimate
bias (not human) because of dependency on model specification and the underlying
assumptions that premise such a model. One approach often used to reduce the potential of
bias in observational studies ls to mimic a randomized experirnent through data
preprocessing by matching the treatment (in the viewshed) and control (out of the view
shed) groups. By obtaining a sample of control sales that agrees as closely as possible with
the viewshed group sales on an array of property characteristics that excludes their sale
priee, preprocessing the data by matching reduces dependence on the regression model
and brings us closer to this goal. Matching the estimators for the two groups attempts to
balance the characteristics between the groups so they are more alike than not, both in their
distributions and coverage. The basis of this type of analysis is drawn from traditional
appraisal methodology using "paired sales". The differences are that specifie programs are
used to match the "Paired Sales" as opposed to human selection. It eliminates the problem
of bias either conscious or unconscious and achieves better results. Two matching analyses
were conducted.

OPTIMAL

"Matchlt" of the R statistical software program was to obtain a sample of
in the Control Group matched to the sales in the viewshed group as ctosetv

on that are of turbines,

and Elizabeth

in Parametric



Using the Optimal Matching Sequence
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Panel B: Regression Model on Data Matched by Matchlt Package Using Optimal

Method

Table B1: Summary Of Balance For Ali Data

Table B2: Summary Of Balance For Matched Data
f

Table B3: Percent Balance Improvement

Table B4: Matched Sample Size

Matched 20 20
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Tables 81 to 84 are output from the matching process, Tables 81 and 82 outline the

comparability of the two groups before and after matching, respectively. A summary of the

improvement in comparability of the groups achieved by matching is in Table 83. Table 84

shows that matching has reduced the original sampie of 83 sales to a smaller sample of 40

sales, consistinq of 20 the viewshed group (inside the view shed-Treated) and 20

sales in the control group(outside of the viewshed).

Figure 8.1 is a visual display of the imbalance in the attributes between the two groups

before matching (raw) and the improvement in the comparability of thèse attributes caused

by the matching process (matched).

The comparison is made on the calculated propensity score for each sale. A propensity

score of a property is its condltional probability of falling into the viewshed group given its

attributes, tt is a single value measure that summarizes ail the attrlbutes of any one

property. Matching occurs on these propensity scores. lt can be said that the propensity

score is an overall utility score of the property similarly used in Qualitative and Quantitative

analysis within the Direct Comparison Approach used by appraisers usinq Quality Point

A comparison of the distributions of the propensity scores between the viewshed and

control groups for both the raw and the matched data sets is offered by the histogram plots

of Figure 8.1. As the plots in the left column show, the distributions of the scores before

matching are quite different This difference disappears after matching, with the viewshed

and control groups having similar propensity score distributions in the matched sample.

Figure 8.2 below is a dot plot of these propensity scores. In addition to plotting the scores of

the matched data set, it also shows the propensity scores of the discarded sales.
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Figure 8 .1: Histogram Plots Compa ring Propensity Scores between Raw

and Matched Data by Viewshed and Control Groups
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Figure 8.2: Plot Comparing Propensity Scores between Raw and Matched Data by

Viewshed (Treatment) and Control Groups
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After matching, comparability between the groups improved in the smaller matched data
set (mdata). Overall, matching has made the two groups more alike than not.

Tables 8.5 is the summary of the regression model built on the matched data set. 8esides
the viewshed variable, only three predictors were included in this mode!. These three
predictors are helpful log of reason why
only three predietors were used is because these were significant in explaining variation in
the data set. Using too many variables against too small a sample would undermine the
basic principles of regression analysls.

Table 8:5 indicates that, contrary to the expectation of a statistically important negative
coefficient for viewshed obtained from the regression on the full data set (outlined in Panel
A), the regression on the smaller matched data sampie of 40 sales shows viewshed has no
clearly identifiable relationship with sale priee. Although the viewshed coefficient has a value
of -9%, the standard error is almost 12%. The output shows a probability of 45% of
obtaining the coefficient value returned, even if the statement of a zero effeet between sale
priee and viewshed were true. It can reasonably be concluded, therefore, that the model
indicates there is no relationship between priee and viewshed.

Table B.5 Summary of Regression Model - Data Matched Optimal Method

-0.77 0.445580.11594
1
-0.08945

(

viewshed

, , 1 ! ! !
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USING THE CEM MATCHING SEQUENCE

As a second matching approach, the CEM packaqe" was employed in the R library of

analytic functions. The CEM function was chosen from the available matching functions

because of similarity to matching process used by property appraisers

for variables with continuous values. The basic idea with CEM is to temporarily coarsen

continuous variables such as house size so that substantively indistinguishable values are

grouped and assigned the same numerical value. It is on these assigned values that

matching occurs. Panel C of shows the matching analysis by CEM and final adjustment by

regression.

Panel C: Regression Model on Data Matched by Matchlt Package Using Coarsened

Exact Matching (cern) Method

H " " " " " t " H d ")

Table C.1: Matched Sample Size

Matched Il 9

"
s ) )



Table C.2 Surnrnary of Regression Model • Data Matched cern Method

(

viewshed -0.0702465 0.2142539 -0.3279 0.747017
*

l f * ,
f *' , , , ,

After matching by the CEM method, comparability between the groups has improved (output

not shown) in the smaller matched data set of 20 sales. Overall, matching has made the two

groups (GO=no viz, G1=avg viz) more alike than not.

Table C.2 is the summary of the regression model built on the matched data set. Besides

the viewshed variable, only one predictor (age) is included in this model to explain

remaining variation because of the small sample size of the matched data.

Similar to the regression estimate obtained on the matched data by the optimal method

(outlined in Panel B), Table C:2 shows the regression on the smaller matched data sample

of 20 sales has brought back a strong indication that viewshed has no c1early identifiable

relationship with sale priee. The viewshed coefficient has a value of -7%, with a very large

standard error of 21%. With this large sampling error, it can reasonably be concluded that

the matched data does not refute the hypothesis of no relationship between priee and

viewshed.



PAIRED SALES ANALYSIS

A common method of analysîs by real estate valuers and consultants is the "Paired Sales"

or "re-sales".

The "Paired Sales" method involves the pairing of IDENTICAL sales in every with

the exception of characterîstic under revîew. "Paired Sales" do not exist în the market place.

The confusîon by real estate analysts is the dîfference between the words "identical" and

"similar". Many consultants believe because they have similar sales that they are identical.

Unfortunately that is not the case. How consultants analyze sîmîlar sales is to make ad hoc

adjustments (based upon no evidence) to the data with respect to dîfferences between the

paired simîlar sales to the property characterîstic in question. This is a common strategy

when trying to group sales that are near or adjacent to wind farms and those that are not.

The dîfficulty wîth thîs strategy is that it is subjective in nature, and often very diffîcult to

reproduce.

A closer data match would be "re-sales" that have occurred over a period of time. Thus to

measure the effect of wînd turbines on real estate values, one should be able to decipher

from the "re-sales" the difference in sale priees and the "re-sale" priee.

Some "re-sales" of the same property were noted in the data compîled for this analysis. 14

examples of "re-sale" sales were identifîed for an independent analysis, as shown below.

With a view to respecting the rights to prîvacy of the property owners, and to maintain the

confidentiality of purchase priee information, the specifie property addresses have not been

identified. Full details have been retained in the author's files as required by the Appraisal

Institute of Canada, and should they be required for court testimony.

ADDRESS

Property A
Property A1

Property B
Dr"...,,,,.rt,, B1

Property C
Property C1

DATE OF SALE

2008/05

2008/08
2006/10

SALE
PRICE

96000
89000

124000

79000
85000

IN THE
VIEWSHED

PRICE
DIFFERENTIAL

1

-$6,000
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Property 0
Property 01

Property E
Property E1

Property F
Property F1

Property G
Property G1

Property H
Property H1

Property 1
Property 11

Property J
Property J1

Property K
Property K1

Property L
Property L1

Property M
Property M1

Property N
Property N1

2007/08
2005/03

2008/05
2004/05

2007/12
2005/06

2008/04
2007/11

2009/05
2003/09

2009/05
2007/01

2009/01
2004/12

2007/03
2005/04

2007/09
2005/10

2007/05
2005/04

2008/09
2006/07

174000
145000

99500
90000

131000
135000

152500
140000

79900
85000

70500
64000

65000
117000

95000
110000

325000
148000

200000
295000

105000
75000

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

+29,000

+$9,500

-$4,000

+$12,500

-$5,100

+$6,500

-$52,000

-$15 ,000

+$177,000

-$95,000

+$30,000

14 pairs of identieal properties were found to have sold over the last 5 years . These were

in faet re-sale of the same properties. Out of the 14 re-sales , 13 were re-sales that were in

the viewshed and 1 re-sale outside of the viewshed . If the "re-sales" are taken at faee

value , there are 8 re-sales in whieh their values have inereased over time and 6 that have

shown a deerease in value . It is interesting to note that the sale that is not in the viewshed

showed a deerease in value. Sinee the element of time is eonstant and had no effeet on

sale priee, there had to be a reason for the differenees in the sale priees within the "re

sales". The interpretation of the "re-sales" has identified some of the reasons for the

differenees in the sale priees.

J OHN SIMMONS R EALTY SERVICES LTD & C ANNING C ONSULTANTS INC
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Property A sold in 2008 on the MLS®. At that time the home was in good condition and had

some updates. There was no MLS® listing on the property when it sold in 2003. However,

we did find a 2002 MLS® listing that indicated that the property had received some

renovations. In other words, the change in the sale priee levels between 2003 and 2005 was

not due to a difference in the cond ition of the home. Everything else seemed identical. So

wha t was the real cause of the increase in value?

Property B sold on the MLS® in 2003 . It required updating and it was not in the same

condition when it sold in 2009. This might expla in the +$41 ,500 increase between the sale

dates 2003 and 2009 .

Property C, when it sold in 2006 appeared to be in bette r condition then when it sold in 2008

at a loss . This could expla in the priee difference between the sale dates.

Property 0 revealed no MLS® list ing when it sold in 2003 .

that the house was in good repa ir at the time of the sale .

difference in the property between the two sale dates.

The 2008 MLS® sale indicated

It is not known if there was any

Property E sold in 2006 and 2008. On both MLS® listings of the property, it indicated that

the property had not changed and was in good cond ition when sold each time. The cause

for the property to increase in value by $9,500 is not known .

Property F sold in 2005 and 2007. In both instances the home was in good repair yet it sold

for a loss. The rationale for the loss is unknown .

Property G sold in 2007 and 2008. The 2007 sale indicated that the home needed some

work. The 2008 sale reflected the improvements made to the property that is why it sold for

a profit.

Property H sold in 2003 and in then in 2009 for a loss. Each of the MLS® listings indicated

the home was in average cond ition and no changes had been made to the home . The

rationale for loss in value is not known .

Property 1sold in 2007 and again in 2009 for an increase of $6,500. When the property sold

in 2007 it had some updates and was in a good state of repair. When it sold in 2009, it sold

in "as is" condition which suggests some type of a problem. However, it sold at an

increased priee in 2009 .
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Property J sold with a loss of $53,000 between 2004 and 2009. There was no 2004 MLS®
listing for this property, but there was an expired 2006 listing. Accord ing to the 2006 MLS®
listing the home appeared to be in average condition. However, when it sold in 2009 the
MLS® listing reports the house being sold "as Is" condition which suggests some type of a
issue . This could explain a large portion of the loss.

Property K, which was just outside of the viewshed , sold in 2005 and in 2007 for a loss of
$15,000. A review of both MLS® listings at the time of these sales , disclosed no evidence
of any changes to the property. There is no rationale as to why the property sold for less in
2007.

Property L sold in 2005 and 2007 for an increase of $177,000. The MLS® indicates that the
home had been substant ially updated at the time of the 2007.

Property M sold in April 2005 for $295,000 and resold in May 2007 for $200,000. This

appears to indicate a loss of $95,000. When this property sold in April 2005 it sold under a

power of sale and in "as is" condit ion. When it sold in May 2007 it had a new septic system

and was in average condition. The difference in the selling priees between the dates was

the result that a lot had been severed off the property after the purchase in 2005. The

original lot size of the property in April 2005 was larger than when it sold in May 2007. Thus

the priee differential was the result of the lot size difference and is not related to the wind

turbines.

Property N sold in 2006 and in 2008 for a profit of $30,000. There was no MLS® listing
found when it sold in 2006 and the 2008 listing basically showed that it was in average
condition. There is no rationale as to why this property sold at an increased priee.

Even using "re-sales" as a point of entry in determin ing the impact of wind farms on property
values does not show any casual relationsh ip. With the "re-sales" that were found in the
data set, there was more evidence on the outset that property values have increased
despite the existence of wind farms. Yet in many instances there was no explanation of why
these "re-sales" increased or decreased in value.

The problem of using "Paired Sales" or even "re-sales" as a mode! for determining the effect
on real estate of a given property characteristic is very simple . These types of analysis
cannot hold these physical differences between properties constan t. In order to understand
what groups of data are telling us we need to code the data. The "re-sales" "Paired Sales"
methods do not allow for any coding nor do they allow for any levels of measurement.

JOHN SiMMONS R EALTY S ERVICES LTD & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INe
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Discussions with the realtors, buyers and sellers involve tend to be bias and skews results.

A tool is required that is capable of holding constant ail the variables, is capable of

catego rizing the variables , and finally, is capable of labeling the characteristics that impede

on value.

The only real estate model that can actually hold constant ail the variables that interact on

priee in à given real estate market place is Multiple Regress ion Analys is. This is the basis

of this analysis and the authors have made every attempt to draw any inference, negat ive or

positive, fram the data pracured fram the marketplace as to the relationship of wind turbines

and the sale priee of nearby rural residential prapert ies.

JOHN R EALTY LTO & C ANNING CONSULTANTS INe
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Sales priees of property in a given area provide the best source of evidence to establish

market value. In attempting to establ ish the extent of a specifie influence on the value of

real estate, the available data must be divided and analysed into two groups ; those exposed

to the influence and those not. In the case of wind farms , it is appropriate to group the

available sales data into those within the viewshed of the wind farms and those not.

When residential properties within a viewshed (viewshed group) are compared to those not

in a viewshed (control group) , there will be differences in selling priees between the two

groups that are not related to the wind farms . The authors adopted a basic regression

modeling in attempting to rationalize these differences as it allows for the introduction of

multiple variables .

An initial exploratory analysis helps to demonstrate that point. On page 41 there is a visual

presentation of the average sale priees of data within the "control group" and the "viewshed"

group. This graph shows a 7.5% decrease between the average sale priees of each group.

On the initial examination it would appear that sales located in the "viewshed" sold "on

average" 7.5% lower. It would be wrong to assume that the -7.5% is the result of the wind

turbines because the average sale priee from each group represents the unexpla ined

functions of ail the variables .

Through a review of the MLS® data sheets and other records , as weil as ground proofing

inspections, the variables were identified and placed into the spreadsheet for regression

modeling. These variables include such features as lot size, location, garage, basement

finish, house condition, age etc. These variables can help to explain the differences in the

selling priees of the dataset to allow for a more probat ive focus on the influence of the wind

farms on those property sales within the viewshed .

The initial regression run showed that the variable "viewshed" returned a negative

coefficient of 13%. In regression analysis, a coefficient or value will always be returned in

the results . The quantum of the result indicates whether or not the coefficient is statistically

significant. In this application, the "viewshed" variable returned , what is commonly referred

to as a "Standard Error", that could be inferred to be fairly wide. The word "Error" may be

misleading to sorne, in that it is not really an error . The error in the sampling is the

JOHN S !MMONS R EALTY S LTD & C ANNING C ONSULTANTS INe
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difference between the data drawn and the total data populat ion. In this case the total

populat ion of data is really hypothetical since the "Errer" is the calculation of the fact that

one is working with a sample not the entire population . There will always be some

difference. In the case of the Standard Error in this analys is, it was .059 or 6.0%. Thus the

13% negat ive coefficient could have returned a value between -19% and -7% which is a

very wide spread. It was also noted that the 'T' value which measures statistical strength

was a -2 which really signifies the weakness of the returned coefficient of -13%. In our

opinion, this suggests that there was no consistency in this -13% coefficient being

generated by the regression mode!.

Our exploratory data analysis was not limited to regress ion modeling on the whole data set.

Since we know there are differences between the rural residential sales of each group we

were able to segregate the data into closely matched datasets taken from each group .

Once they were separated into like datasets, regress ion analysis could be re-applied to

these smaller but more like sales to determine the effect of wind turbines on property

values. On page 49 of the report there are four graphs. On the left side of the page are

graphs (Iower and upper) showing the Raw Treated and Raw Control groupings of data. By

matching these sales from the data set as shown on the right side of the page (matched

Treated and Control groups) we were able to create ? fairly close match or analysis.

The output of the regress ion modeling on page 47 of the matched data sets using the

"optimal" method returned a -9.0% coeff icient for the variable "viewshed" with a high

standard of error and a very low T value . This suggests that the coefficient returned by this

regression run is not statistically sign ificant.

We then extended the matching analysis to include the "CEM" method . The "CEM" method

segregates data from two groups using a different technique then the "optimal" method. It

must be remembered that both the "CEM" and the "Optimal" method does not consider sale

price as a matching variable. The regression run using the "CEM" method is shown on

page 52. Once again, a -7% coeffic ient is found for the variable "viewshed" returned by this

rnodel. The "Errer" was very wide and the T value was extremely low. The conclusion is

that the coefficient that "viewshed" returned is not deemed to be statistically significant.

The last considered approach was to take raw data in the form of paired sales. These

paired sales were taken from the data inputs. This data set is located on page 54 of the

report. Our examination of this data set was simply to determine the price differences of the

same properties regardless of whether or not the residual price was negative or positive. By
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simply viewing the raw data without any formai analysis , no relationship could be

determ ined between the presence of wind turbines and rural resident ial properties.

It is of paramount importance to note that any diminution in market value may be as a result

of influences other than wind turbines . For example , a vendor may be motivated to accept a

price lower that expected or even lower than their own earlier purchase price. Such

motivations may be due to job loss, corporate transfer with employe r compensation for price

loss, ill health, old age or death .

The three regression models in this study returned a similar negative coefficient for the

variable "viewshed" supported by a wide Standard Error and low T scores that c1early show

that those coefficient results could not be relied upon as being statistically significant. It

could not be said that rural residential houses located in a viewshed sold for lower prices .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The study of wind farms and their effect on property values is, and will likely continue to be a
subject of debate for many years. Central to any future studies will be the methodo logy
chosen for such a task. As pointed out earlier, the analyt ical options are Iimited .
Furthermore, the real estate market is not perfect. It is comprised of individuals who hold
differing ideals and objectives.

The motivations for buying and selling can vary significantly and can be influenced by
numerous factors including , but not Iimited to financial capabilities, family criteria influences
including physica l and health limitations, employment etc. It can also be influenced by
external factors such as the number of competing listings of propert ies available for sale, the
price of gasoline vis-à-v is travelling distances , and prevailing economic conditions. As a
result the data available for analysis will be imperfect, resulting in unpredictable differences
and conclus ions. Seeking perfection in analyt ical results can be an elusive and perhaps
unattainable object ive.

Most competent analysts will acknowledge that a large volume of weil researched data,
when properly analysed , is more likely to produce a more reliable result than a small
selection of data . The commonly used "paired sales" analysis relies on only a few
observations and frequently adopts "ad hoc" methods of rationalizing variances. This

technique has been used since the 1930's in real estate appraisal practice and can often be
proven to be unreliable by rendering biased results due to f1awed adjustments and

insufficient support. It is for this reason that a "paired sales" analysis, using only a few
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sales transactions , that are unl ikely to be ideally comparable , is a stat ist ically inferior

approach.

Some studies on wind farm influences to date have relied exclusively on interviews of area

res idents . Such interview formats as a basis by reaching a conclus ion can be misleading

for several reasons . Bias can be built in by the way the questions to be asked are framed .

The questions asked are rarely if ever presented with the results for review. The answers

given by the respondents may not be truthful for a variety of reasons. Interview format

studies are not evidence, they are unsubstantiated opinions, and as such are not empirical

or reliable.

The authors believe that the Multiple Regression Analysis techn ique is the preferred choice

in the analysis of data for several reasons. It utilizes a large volume of market derived

observational data , and is capable of minimizing the element of bias. MRA can extract a

deta iled view of the primary influencing variables on price and examined them on a micro

level (assuming the data is ava ilable) .

ln future stud ies of the overall impact of wind farms on nearby property values , the many

variables hav ing independent influences must be carefully grouped for analysis. In addition

to the usual adjustment for property differences, the following areas are suggested for

possible groupings for analysis:

. the distance to a wind turbine ;

the number of visible turbines ;

angle/direction of visibility;

the influence of visibility of a hilly terrain or bush cover;

noise measurements at different times of the day;

noise measurements under different wind cond itions ;

the influence of vibrat ions ;

volume of competing list ings of prope rties available for sale;

length of exposure time prior to consummation of a sale; and

the time of year.

Although distance is an important element that needs to be incorporated in any futu re

design program, it must be carefu lly related to the other influences. If a negative effect

becomes evident, then it may be necessary to study the distance at which the impact is no

longer measurable. An attempt was made in this study model ing by incorporation this
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variable into the MRA equation . There was an insufficient volume of sales in order to

provide any concrete evidence as to the distance of influence on property priees.

The mandatory minimum noise set back distance, based on the new Ontar io guideline from

wind turbines to the closest Point of Reception (neighbouring house), is 550 meters. This

new set back distance may differ with set backs in other locales. The present suggested

setback distance was arbitrarily determined. Absent concrete data gleaned from the market

place in terms of the minimal distance of influence (if there is one) it seems unreasonable to

some developers that increased boundary lines be set.

A more detailed scoring system to encompass the subtle differences may be required .

The site inspection of the sale propert ies disclosed varying degrees of influence. For

example ; some had visible views of wind turbines from the driveway and others only from

the rear yard. Some had views of wind turbines only when approach ing or leaving a

property . Some properties were proximate to wind turbines but they were not visible or

audible as they were separated by trees. These subtle differences may play a role in

analyz ing the effect of wind farms on property values. Close proximity to a wind farm

development may be a factor , but in future studies the criterion used for scoring the degree

of influence requires careful consideration .

If turbine noise is deemed to be a factor to be scored , the relationsh ip of the prevaîling

winds to the nearby properties may also have to be taken into account. The relationship of

wind speed to turbine noise may also need study. Future studies may require mapping the

sound measurement results within the viewshed of the wind farms located within the area

under study. Wind turbine attributes may also need to be considered in the future.

At a public hearing attended by the authors , a neighbouring complainant suggested that

vibrat ions from the turbines were bothersome. If vibrations are found to be a factor to be

analysed, the nature of the subsoil conditions may have to be considered for their influence

on the transmission of the vibrations. A c1ayey subsoil material may have a different

influence on the transmiss ion of vibrations than say bedrock .

The proximity of a wind farm development to a property sale may show improvement by

using a more comprehens ive scoring system, but its reliability is ultimately base in the

volume of support ing market driven data.
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When a sale property near a wind farm is consummated, an important question in future
studies may be the volume of available of compet ing listings of a similar nature, and their
influence on the buyer's decision. Were there a number of listings available to the buyer at
the time of the sale within the area of the viewshed, and what influence might they have had

on the sale priee?

ln future wind farm studies specifie attent ion to the influence on the priee paid by a buyer of

the length of time the property was exposed for sale on the market may be required. The

exposurellisting times of the sale properties may need to be examined in the sales

group ings, both in and out of the viewshed. As noted earlier in this report , there are many

factors that can influence the length of marketing exposure. It may be necessary to

consider these factors and determine, if possible , if a lower selling priee was related to any

specifie factor or simply if the property became "stale" on the market. Extended listing times

can lead buyers to perceptions of problems that may not exist.

The sale date of the property within the viewshed relative to the time of the year may be

worthy of further study. During the summer months property owners and buyers are more

mobile or spend more time out of doors . During winter months there can be less tree

foliage making the turbines more visible , yet there may be less emphasis on surround ings

and a greater focus on other amenities that a given property offers. An analys is to consider

if buyers are more sensitive to wind farms during different periods in a given year may be

worthy of cons ideration.

ApPLICABILITY OF STUDY RESULTS TO OTHER REGIONS

This study focused only on the influence of wind farm development along the north shore of

Lake Erie in the Chatham-Kent area of Ontario. The study results derived from market

evidence in this area may not be relevant to other regions of Ontario or Canada .

Differences may arise due to variations in:

socio-econornic influences

Wind directions

subsoil cond itions

tower heights

turbine models
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turbine age

volume of compet ing listing of propert ies available for sale

jurisdictional set back requirements from property lines or neighbouring properties

area topography

tree lines and bush lots

65

As a result of differences in some of these variables there may weil be dissimilar study

results. Caution should be used before suggest ing that similar results would be found in

other areas.
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CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

1. This consulting report is not valid unless original signatures are evident.
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2. It is assumed that the market considers the sub-so il as good and acceptable. No

responsibility has been assumed for the requirements of government, publ ic or private

bodies.

3. The presence of any potentially hazardous materials on the properties studied was

not apparent or evident during the property inspection. Unless expressly noted , no on-site

soil investigation has been undertaken on behalf of the authors, nor are they aware of any

test results obta ined in the past by others. Unless stated otherwise, the authors assume

there are no unusual subsoil conditions or hazardous waste contaminants, which would

adversely affect any future use of these sites , or adversely impact on the health of

occupants, and no warranty or representation is made as to the environmental integrity of

the subject parcels . We are not qualified to detect the existence of such substances.

4. Ali data used and described here in whether provided for this appraisal or obta ined in

the market place is assumed to be correct and reliable .

5. Property rights being studied are those of the "Fee Simple" interest. The authors

assume no responsibility for matters, which are legal in character . The legal description is

assumed to be correct.

6. The authors are not required to give test imony or attendance in court by reason of

the appraisa l, with reference to this study or the properties analysed therein, unless

arrangements have been made previously .

7. Maps, plans, and surveys, etc. that may be in this report are included to assist the

reader in visualizing the information and are not warranted as to their accuracy.

8. It is assumed that the properties comply in ail material respects with ail the

requirements of law, including zoning, land classification, building, plann ing, fire and health

by-laws , rules , regulations, orders, Acts and codes of ail federal, prov incial , regional, and

municipal gove rnmental authorities having juri sdiction with respect thereto.
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9. It is assumed that, save and except for encumbrances as may be permitted, and

expla ined in this report, there are no easements, rights-of-way, building restrictions or other

restrictions so affecting the praperties referenced herein as to prevent or adversely affect

their operation or so as to materially and adversely affect market value.

10. This report has been prepared on behalf of the Canadian Wind Energy Association.

No other third party may rely on this report unless they receive written permission by the

study authors. Any liabili ty from unauthorized use is strictly denied. The authors of this

report, George Canning and Canning Consultants Inc. and L. John Simmons and John

Simmons Realty Services Ltd., accept no warranties , expressed or implied, with respect to

the use or Interpretation of this report by any third party. Any quest ions related to this

report should be directed to the Canadian Wind Energy Assoc iation.
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CERTIFICATION

RE: WIND FARM 5TUDY -IMPACT ON REAL ESTATE VALUES

We certify that ta the best of our knowledge and belief :

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
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The reported analyses , opinions and conclus ions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are our personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions and conclus ions.

We have no present or prospective interest in the parcels that are the subject of this
report, and have no personal interest with respect ta the parties involved .

We have no bias with respect ta the properties that are the subject of this report or ta
the parties involved with this assignment.

Our engagement in and compensation for this assignment were not contingent upon
developing or reporting of predeterm ined results , the amount of the value estimates, or a
conclusion favou ring the client.

Our analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed , and this Consult ing Report
has been prepared , in conformity with the Cenedien Uniîorm Standards of Proiessionet
Appretee! Practice . The Appra isal Institute of Canada retains the right ta review this
report.

We have the knowledge and experience ta complete the assignment competently.

- As of the date of this report bath, L. J. (John) Simmons, AACI and George Canning,
AACI, have fulfilled the requirements of The Appraisal Institute of Canada Mandatory
Recertification Program for designated members.

The undersigned inspectee the propert ies identified herein on various dates in the
months of May and June 2009.
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By reason of our investigation and by virtue of our experience, we have been able to form

and have formed the opinions set out in this report.

Using the time period June 2009, the estimated impact on the property values, as analysed

herein simply states that: No empirical evidence can be drawn from the Chatham-Kent

market place to suggest that wind turbines have a negative effect on the sale priees of rural

residential properties

By reason of our investigation and by virtue of our experience, we have been able to

complete a Consulting Report setting out opinions and property sales evidence to assist the

addressee herein in considering the impacts on certain property values. This report should

not be construed as an appraisal report setting out an opinion of Market Value, and should

not be relied upon by others for any reason except as pravided for herein.

The findings set out in this report are subject to the Critical and Extraordinary Assumptions,

as weil as the usual limiting conditions and underlying assumptions as outlined herein. The

authors reserve the right to revise the opinions in Iight of any facts and conditions that

become known subsequent to the date of this report, which have an impact on the

conclusions reached.

John Simmons Realty Services ltd.

L. J. (John) Simmons, MCI, FRI, CMR, PLE

Dated: February 4, 2010

Canning Consultants Inc.
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Geor~ Canning, MCI, P.App,(PLE

Dated: February 4, 201 0
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John Simmons Realty Services Ltd. and Canning Consultants Inc have privacy policies

in accord with legislation as it affects the Personal Information Protection and Electronic

Documents Act (PIPEDA). In general, the firms deal with the collect ion, use, and

dist ribution of commercial rather than personal information. In the event that personal or

sensit ive data may be required ta properly complete an assignment, the policies recognizes

that consent is required for information that:

1. permits someone ta learn sensit ive, private information;

2. relates ta a natural persan ; and

3. permits the identification of that persan .

ln accord with corporate policy , therefore, information provided by our clients will be used,

secured and maintained based on criteria which include:

limited use, only the data needed ta complete the assignment is required.

obtaining consent with respect ta use of sensitive personal information about an

identifiable individual (does not include the name, title , business address, or

telephone number of an employee of an organization).

non-d isclosure of files , (subject ta Law, or review by authorized representative of

Appraisal Institute of Canada, the Courts , Provincial or Federal agencies that

have appropriate jurisdiction).

the use of facts in the public domain as part of the appraisal process .

information retained in our database that is relevant only ta the subject property .

tight control in the product ion of reports, and distribution only as authorized by the

Client.
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The firm has been in existence for seven years. Its principal, George Canning has been in

the appraisal/real estate consulting business for 25 years and was a partner in one of the

largest real estate firms in Southwestern Ontario. Recognizing that the needs of the clients

were not being met by traditional valuation methodologies, this firm was organized to

provide specialty consulting services. Solutions to complex real estate problems using

modern techniques are now required to address those real estate issues that in the past

could not be reliably solved.

Canning Consultants, Inc. is one of a very few fee based real estate consu lting Compan ies

that employs modern statistical methods and modeling tools with a common sense

approach based upon many years of analyz ing real estate .

George Canning , AACI, PAPP, PLE

2006 Designated Ontar io Land Economist.

2006 Received designation of DAC.

2005 Elected as Regional Director to the Association of the Appra isal Institute of

Canada-Ontario.

2004 Wrote a long distance learning course for the American Institute of Appra isers

on Quality Point-a Direct Comparison Approach to Value.

2004 Appointed to the Professional Development Committee for the Ontario

Association of the Appraisal Institute of Canada-Ontario for a one year term.

2004 Appointed to the Professional Steering Comm ittee for the Appra isal Institute

Canada to chart the future course of the industry.

2004 Guest speaker at the 2004 world joint AIC/USA Appraisal Conference to be

held in Toronto, Ontario June 24-27, 2004.
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2004 Guest Lecturer in Kingston on March 5, 2004 . Quality Point Analys is, on

behalf of the Appraisal Institute of Canada .

2003 Guest Lecturer in Ham ilton November 7, 2003. Qual ity Point, Exploratory

Data Analysis, and AMV, on behalf of the Appraisallnstitute of Canada.

2003 Guest Lectu rer in Ottawa November 21, 2003 . Regression Ana lysis on beha lf

of the Appraisal Institute of Canada .

2002 to 2004 Elected to the Board of Directors-National Governing Council.

2002 Guest Lecturer in Ottawa, Ontario on the behalf of the Appra isal Institute of

Canada. The topic is an Introduction to Regression Analysis and Qual itative

and Quantitative Comparative Analysis.

2002 Guest Lec turer in Halifax, Ontario on the behalf of the Appraisal Institute of

Canada. The topic is an Introduction to Regress ion Analysis and Qualitative

and Quantitative Comparative Analysis.

2001 Contributed to a new text book on Real Estate Appraising through the

University of British Columbia . The material is on Automatic Valuation Models.

2001 Guest Lecturer at Trent University on the behalf of the App raisal Institute of

Canada. The topic is about Qualitative and Quantitative Comparative

Analysis.

2000 Teach ing 'Introduction to Linear Regression' through Fanshawe College's

London and Middlesex Continuing Education Course Program.

1999 Teaching 'Introduction to Linear Regression' through Fanshawe College 's

London and Middlesex Continuing Education Course Prog ram.

1998-Pres Teaching 'Investing ln Real Estate ' through Fanshawe College's London and

Middlesex Cont inuing Education Course Program.

1998 - Pres Associated Member of the London St. Tho mas Real Estate Board
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1997 Granted Profess ional Appraiser by the Appraisal lnstitute of Canada (P.App)
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1997 National Investigations Committee for the Appraisal Institute of Canada (One

Year Term)

1996 to 1998 Appointed Executive Director of the London Chapter of the Appraisal Institute

of Canada

1994 to Present Provincial Admiss ions Comm ittee for CRA and M CI candidates

(Appraisal Institute of Canada)

1988 to 1998 Certified Instructor for the Ontario Real Estate Association (Real Estate

Appraisal Course)

1987 Granted MCI Designation (Accredited Appraiser Canadian Institute)

1983 Granted CRA Designation (Canadian Residential Appra iser)

STUDIES & PUBLISHED ARTICLES

The following Iist involved studies in which Regress ion analysis was used:

Studied the Effects of Potential Real Estate Loss on Housing in Cambridge, Ontar io as a

result of a Gas Spill.

Studied the Impact of Urea Formaldehyde on Residential Housing in London, Ontario.

Determine the Effect on Value over the Loss of On Site Parking of a Dental Building in

London , Ontario.

Determined the Impact of the Loss of Front Yard Oepth on Residential Housing for

Expropriation in London, Ontario.
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Determined the Impact of the Loss of Trees on Residential Housing for Expropriation in

London , Ontario.

Determined the Impact of the Increase in Traffic Flow as a Result of the Taking of Land for

Road Widening in London, Ontario.

Determined the Impact on Value of Subdiv ision Lots that Back onto Green Space in

London, Ontario.

Determined the Impact of Underground Easements on Resident ial Property Values in

London, Ontario.

Determ ined the Impact of Mutual Driveways on Resident ial Property Values in London ,

Ontario.

Determined the Cont ribution to Old Farm Buildings on Rural Property Values in South

Weste rn Ontario.

Contributed to summary results of the impact of tainted wate r on Walkerton , Ontario.

Determined the Impact of Property Values in Proximity to Garbage Dumps .

Determined the Loss in Value as a result of a new home being hit by an unattended semi

trailer truck.

Determined the Impact on Value of Hydro Easements on Farm Properties in the Lambton

County.

Determined the Change in Priee Levels of Housings with Selling Priees between $400,000

to $600 ,000 in the City of London between 2001 and 2005 .

Completed a province wide study in conjunct ion with the University of Waterloo on the

impact of heritage designat ions of rea! property.
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ln addition,

Co-wrote courses on Data Analys is and Investigation presented through the AIC.

Co-wrote courses on Regress ion Analysis presented through the AIC.
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Publ ished articles include the "Impact on Hydro Unes" and a "20 Year Study of the

Apartment Market in the City of London". Other articles have been written for private

organizations such as the Canadian Car Wash Association of Ontario and the Ontario

Private Campground Association . The topics were valuing car washes , and valuing public

recreational campgrounds.

An article was written for the Appraisal lnstitute of Canada on the" Contemporary Direct

Comparison Approach to Value". It was published in the Canadian Appraiser FaU 2000. It

was recently published in "Readings in Real Estate", Fourth Edition.

Based upon the application of the multiple regression technique, a major assessment

appeal case was won regarding the valuation of many office buildings in London, Ontario.

The result was a saving of $1 ,000,000 in tax for the clients .
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L. JOHN SIMMONS , AACI, FRI, CMR, PLE

Memberships and Affiliations

Accredited Member of the Appraisal Institute of Canada #723. (February 1969)

Fellow of the Real Estate Inst itute of Canada - Marketing . (January 1971)

Charter Member of the Association of Ontario Land Economists. (April 1970)

Act ive Member of the London & St, Thomas Real Estate Board . (April 1971)

Licensed Real Estate Broker. (April 1971)

Associate Member of the Canadian Association of Real Estate Boards.

Director of the St. Clair Region Conservation Foundation .

Past Regional Vice President of the Ontario Expropriation Association .

Background
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Real Estate Appraisal Courses of the Appraisal Institute of Canada at Toronto 1963 to 1965.

Courses in Bus iness Law , Sociology, Industrial Real Estate, at York University, 1967 to
1970.

Obtained Real Estate Sales Licence 1967. Broker since 1971.

Arbitration Courses 1& Il (AM10) at Univers ity of Western Ontario 1996/97. Has acted as a
sole arbitrator.

Past lecturer for Real Estate Appraisal courses at the University of Western Ontario on
beha lf of the Appraisal Institute of Canada .

Past Chairman and Director of the London & District Chapter of the Real Estate Inst itute of
Canada .

Past member of Ale Professional Standards Investigating Committee.

Past Chairman of the London Chapter of the Appra isal Institute of Canada , 1986.
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L. John Simmons - Overview of Professional Experience

Founder of the L. J. Simmons Group and its predecessor companies. President of John
Simmons Realty Services Ud . Has provided Real Estate Consult ing and Fee Appra isal
serv ices continuously since 1962 for clients, including:

Federal Government Departments and Corporations;
Provincial Government Ministries, Departments, and Agencies ;
Various First Nation Councils;
Power and Utility Corporations;
Various Conservation Authorities ;
Counties , Cities, Towns , and other Municipal Corporations;
Various Universities, and Boards of Education ;
Various National and International Corporations, Developers , Lawyers, Industries,

Accountants ; and
Banks and financial and lending institutions.

Appraisal and Consulting services provided to the Corporation 's clients have included the
following :

expert witness testimony before various courts , boards , and other tribunals ;
case analysis for damage , loss of use and injurious affection c1a ims;
valuation estimates for property purchase and sale;
multi property land assembly projects ;
municipal redevelopment and rehabilitation projects ;
natural resource and recreationalland valuat ions;
utility corridors , right of way and flood easement acquisition and

expropriation appraisals;
subdivision of land;
public and private institutional property valuations;
senior citizens housing projects ;
feasibility studies and market analyses ;
investment analyses , benefit and cost studies;
leasehold valuat ions and rentai property analyses ;
assessment review;
valuation estimates for relocation and mortgage financing;
industrial and commercial property valuations;
valuations of equipment, machinery and industriai assets ;
divorce and estate settlements; and
property and fire insurance c1aim appraisa ls;
forensic reviews of appraisal reports and purchase agreements ; and
structur ing agreements of purchase and sale.
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ELECTRICAL ENERGY RELATED EXPERIENCE

Enbridge Wind Power Project
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Township of Malahide and Municipality of Bayham: Wind Energy Official Plan Policies

Ontario Power Authority (OPA) November, 2008 to nrr'\f1t"lo

within the following streams of

Municipal ::;DE~CltIC lnfrastructure

Advice and Counsel in respect to urban planning and
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• Advice and Counsel in the development of a workshop aimed at improving the
knowledge of municipal planners in respect to generic electricity infrastructure project
siting.

Through a comprehensive evaluation of current Provincial , Regional and local policies and
Zon ing By-Laws, and planning approva l processes, this report is intended to assist the OPA
in identifying opportun ities and constraints with in the overall planning framewo rk for
developing a new cogeneration natura l gas-fired electrical generation facil ity and possible
transmission upgrades within Study Area 1 (Southwest Toronto, Southern Mississauga,
Southeast Oakville) and Study Area 2 (Waterloo, Kitchener, Cambridge, Township of North
Dumfries, Townsh ip of Woolwich, Guelph) .

North Dumfries Energy Centre : Peaking Power Generat ion Faci lity

The North Dumfries Energy Centre site is located on Dundas Street South in the Township
of North Dumfries. This project is being proposed by CPV Canada Development in attempt
to address the increased load growth in the Region of Waterloo. 181 Group's responsibilities
include the overall project management of the planning process and planning approvals
including Amendment to the Township Official Plan, Amendment to the Townsh ip Zoning
8y-Law, and final Site Plan Approval. 181 Group 's respons ibilities also included planning
and public consul tation , on-site analysis with respect to site specifie land use compatibil ity
and good planning practices.

Nanticoke Energy Centre: Cornbined Cycle Faci lity

The Nanticoke Energy Centre site is located on Haldimand Road 55, north of the Nanticoke
settlement area. This project is being proposed by CPV Canada Development in attempt to
address the need for an additional supply of elect ricity , and a renewal of significant
components of the province's electricity generation infrastructure. For this project, 181
Group's responsibilities include the overall project management of the planning process and
planning approvals including Amendment to the County Official Plan, Amendment to the
local Zoning 8y-Law, and final Site Plan Approval. 181 Group's responsibilities also included
plann ing and public consultation as weil as on-site analysis with respect to site specifie land
use compatibility and good planning practices.
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Reports Reviewed

1. Noise Radiation from Wind Turbines Installed Near Homes: Effect on Health;
Barbara J Frey, BA, MA, and Peter J Hadden, BSc, FRICS, Feb 2007
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2. Poletti and Associates, tnc, January 2007 - A Real Estate Study of the Proposed White
Oak Wind Energy Center, McLean and Woodford Counties, Illinois.

3. Bard College Study April 2006 Madison New York.

4. Land Value Impact of Wind Farm Development - Crookwell New South Wales
(Australia); Henderson & Horning PtYLtd. February 2006.

5. Impact of wind farms on the value of residential property and agriculturalland;
RICS survey.

6. Wind Turbines and Infrasound;
Howe Castmeier Chapnik Limited, November 29, 2006.

7. Property Value Study: The Relationship of Windmill Development and Market Priees:
Peter Bobechko, AACI, P. App, of Blake, Matlock and Marshall Ltd. September 2006.

8. Living with the Impact of Windmills. (SIide presentation)
Chris Luxemburger, real estate agent with Sutton Group.

9. Impact of Wind Turbines on Market value of Texas Rural Land. (Slide presentation)
Derry 1. Gardner of Gardner Appraisal Group Inc. Feb 15, 2009.

10. Property Stigma Just the latest Fashion : Wind Farms & House Priees in the UK;
Sally Sims and Peter Dent (Oxford University) September 2007.

11. Modelling the impact of wind farms on house priees in the UK.
Sally Sims & Peter Dent, December 2008.

1 The effect of Wind Development on Local Property Values. Renewable Energy !-'rlllf"\1

Project study; George Frederic Beck and Damian Kostiuk. May
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Documents Reviewed

1. The Green Energy Act, 2009.
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2. Noise Guidelines for Wind Farms: Interpretation for Applying MOE NPC Publications

to Wind Power Generation Facilities. Ministry of the Environment, October 2008.

3. Noise Modelling Approach for On-Shore Wind Farms; June 2009.

4. Proposed content for Renewable Energy Approval Regulation under the

Environmental Protection Act. June 9, 2009.
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